Modular self-reconfigurable robots present wide and unique solutions for growing demands in the domains of space exploration, automation, consumer products, and so forth. The higher utilization factor and self-healing capabilities are most demanded traits in robotics for real world applications and modular robotics offer better solutions in these perspectives in relation to traditional robotics. The researchers in robotics domain identified various applications and prototyped numerous robotic models while addressing constraints such as homogeneity, reconfigurability, form factor, and power consumption. The diversified nature of various modular robotic solutions proposed for real world applications and utilization of different sensor and actuator interfacing techniques along with physical model optimizations presents implicit challenges to researchers while identifying and visualizing the merits/demerits of various approaches to a solution. This paper attempts to simplify the comparison of various hardware prototypes by providing a brief study on hardware architectures of modular robots capable of self-healing and reconfiguration along with design techniques adopted in modeling robots, interfacing technologies, and so forth over the past 25 years.
Introduction
Modular robotics provides a unique advantage over traditional robotic technologies in terms of reconfigurability, reusability, and ease in manufacturing. The traditional robotic designs such as robotic arms and hexapods. provide unique solutions to each real world application and the generated prototypes are generally inflexible for the rest of the applications. Most of the traditional robotic solutions are operated in a controlled environment and any changes in environments often make these traditional solutions inflexible due to lack of their adaptive nature. The repair and maintenance of such conventional designs generally require separate trained personnel for each model and hence increasing the average resource consumption in industries. The next phase of robotic designs is developed in the perspective of assembly of modular units for increasing ease of repairing, replacing, control, and so forth. The researchers in later phases of development introduced the concept of automation, selfhealing, reconfiguration, and so forth creating a modular self-reconfigurable robots (MSRR). Many applications such as management of large facilities [1] , space exploration [2] , surveillance in military zones, disaster management, and prosthetics for physically disabled often require adaptable and self-healing abilities and MSRR is often considered as a viable solution for the same. The major difference of MSRR designs over modular robotic designs can be visualized as the abilities of designs to attach/detach in/from a formation as per the requirement of application with minimal human intervention.
The growing demand for reusable, space constrained, and multipurpose solutions for real world applications is a great motivator for research in the field of MSRR. The researchers in domain of MSRR provided numerous solutions via various prototype designs, communication algorithms, coordination, and dispersion techniques using selected test scenarios. The development of novel prototypes for MSRR is an analytical process that often has deep roots in intuition and derives better fruits from experience on basic locomotion and laws of physics. Majority of the robotic modules developed so far utilized limited resources available at time of development and have restricted capabilities due to slow technological
Modular Robots, Hardware Architectures
The hardware architectures in MSRR are evolving along with the technologies and so does the paradigm used for categorizing the robots. The first prototype developed in MSRR research is CEBOT consisting of heterogeneous separate units capable of binding together and since then the research was directed to development of systems capable for forming different structures mimicking biological organisms. Yim et al. [2, 3] suggested two classifications of modular robotic systems: classification based on structures formed by MSRR and classification based on reconfiguration strategies. Gilpin and Rus [4] added few more subclassifications under structures category by including research from microelectronic mechanical systems (MEMS) and other latest developments in MSRR by the time of publication. Moubarak and Ben-Tzvi [5] categorized MSRR systems based on locomotion of the individual modules and coordinated structures along with form factors. The classifications proposed so far are categorized as per the state-of-the-art research in recent MSRR technologies, prototypes, and so forth available till the data of publication. The recent research in MSRR is generating solutions that are falling in the middle of earlier classifications and the identification of a category and subcategory for MSRR robots is becoming difficult due to recent sophisticated designs and features of robots.
The classification of MSRR based on various categories and subcategories such as physical characteristics, abilities, and so forth is provided in Figure 1 . The widely accepted classification is in the perspective of possible structural formations when the independent MSRR are brought together and five subcategories are recognized under structures as per the current MSRR research: lattice, chain, hybrid, truss, and free-form.
The MSRR designed for lattice structures are inspired from atomic structures like cubic centered lattice, tetrahedron, and so forth and are equipped with actuators to form similar structures. The individual robotic units occupy discrete positions in space and lack capabilities to reach random positions/orientations if necessary due to limitation in actuator assemblies. The lattice architectures provide easy control mechanisms and do not often require closed loop control due to their defined actuator positions in 2D and 3D space. The robotic units under chain category are generally serially connected robotic units and are capable of forming complex structures like snakes, centipedes, and so forth. The actuators of these robots are assembled to provide end effectors random positions in space. The control of chained systems is more complex and often requires feedback to confirm the position of modules in space for reconfiguring structures. The hybrid designs provide more advantages compared to lattice and chain robotic structures due to their capabilities in easy adaptation to surroundings by forming both lattice, chained and mixture of both. The MSRR with truss based designs support formation of random structures due to the employment of telescopic links and heterogeneous units for forming structures but require complex algorithms for handling assembly and formation of structures. The freeform category MSRR are generally more flexible in the perspective of attaching and detaching from the system. They can form arbitrary structures and normally maintain weak bonds between the neighbors. The chain and hybrid differ from the free-form structures generally in terms of rigidity in bonding.
The sophisticated locomotion capabilities of MSRR are resultant of coordinated actions of many individual units aggregated in various structures. The capabilities (autonomous/semiautonomous/manual) of aggregation in MSRR for facilitating complex movements by reconfiguration rely on the actuator-sensor assemblies embedded in individual robotic designs. The MSRR designs equipped with wheels are capable of forming lattice or chain structures depending on the design and hence can be placed in mobile subcategory under locomotion in Figure 1 . The majority of lattice and chain systems are designed without wheels on individual units and hence mobility is realized only by employment of coordination of robots. The aggregation of individual units requires human intervention to a certain degree for nonwheeled systems. These MSRR designs can be placed in coordinated subcategory under locomotion category shown in Figure 1 . The external subcategory under locomotion in Figure 1 refers to the MSRR designs that rely on environmental stimulus/disturbances for locomotion as well as reconfiguration.
The recent contributions to MSRR attempted the concept of employing disturbances and vibrations in environment for assembly of robots introducing along with addressing uncertainty in reconfiguration structures and hence creating two subcategories based on reconfiguration: deterministic and stochastic. The deterministic reconfiguration type of MSRR has precise control over the structures, assembly, and reconfiguration by employing either closed loop control or advanced actuator assemblies. The stochastic type of MSRR mostly does not have control over the assembly of units but generally retains the ability for disassembly. Hence the reconfiguration after completing a particular structure assembly and the time required for the same has major contribution from environmental factors.
Many researchers developed designs in Micro to Macro sizes for addressing various scenarios in MSRR. The form factor scaling is completed at a trade-off with capabilities and also increased dependency on events happening in the surrounding environment. Henceforth in this paper, the MSRR robots occupying volume equal to and more than a cube of 5 cm side are referred to as macro structures, models occupying less than volume of macro designs but visible to naked eye are referred to as mini structures, and designs not easily visible to naked eye are referred to as micro structures. In this paper we adopted the widely accepted classification of MSRR-classification based on structures for broadly summarizing the research so far. The other categories are related implicitly while providing the details of locomotion, dimension, and mobility.
Lattice Structured Systems.
The metamorphic robotic system [6] [7] [8] is the first lattice structure category robotic design capable of changing structures in 2D environment. The authors explored the idea of hexagonal and square lattice structures using the metamorphic robotics systems. A hexagonal skeleton was developed for mimicking the robot outer structure with 6 servo motors at each corner and male and female connectors on alternate sides for docking as shown in Figure 2 (a). After successful docking between the cells, each cell can revolve around the periphery of neighboring cell by gradually changing their structure. The square structured prototypes for lattice structures employ sliding mechanism using gender based connectivity for movement along the lattice structures. Murata et al. developed a 2D lattice category MSRR called Fracta [9] . The individual robot in Fracta consists of a top, a bottom module with permanent magnets, and a middle module equipped with electromagnets. The assembly is shown in Figure 2 (b). The docking process begins with insertion of middle layer into the empty space between the top and bottom layer of neighboring modules by activating electromagnets. The operating principle was tested using modules equipped with castors on frictional less surface.
Molecule [10] is a 3D structure supporting design developed by Rus D. and each unit consists of two atoms and a right angle rigid bond binding them. The connectors equipped with electromagnets are present on side faces of each atom. The bonded two-atom system is referred to as "Molecule" and each atom has two degrees of freedom (DOF) with one provided by motor at a connector on face and another due to motor at the bond as shown in Figure 2 (c). The Molecule as a whole provides 4 DOF and can be used for creating arbitrary structures like walls. Kurokawa et al. prototyped a 3D unit [11, 12] in cubical structure with connectors on all faces. Each connector can rotate independently along their axis providing the 3D unit 6 DOF as shown in Figure 2(d) . The connectors on all faces are connected to a single 7 W motor using worm gear mechanism controlled by independent solenoid driven switching technique for each arm. The arms are connected using connection cuff capable of moving back and forth along the axis of arm. The connection hand mounted on cuff closes at one extreme of sliding displacement and opens at the other.
The I-Cubes proposed byÜnsal et al. in [13, 14] is another cubical structure robotic design with two units: cubes and links. The faces of cubes have female connectors to mount the links using lock and key mechanism. A cube at a given time can have zero to six links connected to its faces. The links are independently controlled multijoint unit shared and transferred between cubes. The horizontal beam of link constitutes a joint at the center of two horizontal beams and can be rotated as shown in Figure 2 A mini form factor design referred to as Microunit [15, 16] further is developed by Yoshida et al. Microunit was prototyped in two different models and each module in the system has square skeleton structure with two static female connecting parts at two ends of a diagonal and rotating male connecting parts at the end of other diagonal as shown in Figure 2 (f). The first prototype designed can form structures in 2D with docking controlled by torsion springs made from shape memory alloys (SMA). The design employs torsion springs and stoppers coupled with SMA for generating rotation mechanism. The authors also attempted further miniaturization of modules by removing the control unit present in earlier prototype and designed second model providing capabilities for forming structures in 3D.
The vertical robot published in [17] is a cubical structure of 90 mm side independent units. Each cube is equipped with two hands each lying on parallel side faces similar to human hands and the rest of the faces are equipped with magnetic sheets. The cells are capable of extending hands and rotation of the same only along the axis normal to surface they are mounted on. The design facilitates movement of robots only along vertical plane and hence stacking is the only method supported for navigation. The hands of two robots can be docked for lifting and the docking technique is facilitated by a genderless lock and key passive connector. The extension of hands is controlled using sliding mechanism.
Crystalline [18] is a cuboid structured robot with expansion and retraction capabilities on side faces. The expansion and retraction of faces are performed on all sides simultaneously using rack and pinion mechanism. The active connection mechanism is present on two neighboring side faces and passive connector mechanism is present on others. Since the system is not designed to docking on top and bottom faces, the crystalline MSRR structures are limited to 2D scenarios. The telecubes module [19] developed by Suh et al. is an improvisation to crystalline design with support for 3D structures. The six faces on each module can expand and contract in the direction normal to face similar to crystalline. Unlike crystalline, telecubes can move in vertical axis and hence has capabilities of forming 3D structures. Each face on telecubes module is divided into four quadrants with magnet pole pieces in odd and magnetic metal in even quadrants with chamfered borders for passive docking. The modules couple when they are close to each other since the connection plates on them are mirror images and the SMA springs present in the system pull magnetic pole pieces inside for undocking. The cubic structured module, EM-cubes published in [20] , also employed magnets on four faces for docking and locomotion. The permanent magnets installed provide firm bonding and electromagnets facilitate locomotion. The electromagnets are activated alternatively to create attractive and repulsive forces simultaneously generating couple force at two ends of cube for locomotion.
M-blocks developed by Romanishin et al. are cubical MSRR prototyped in two versions: M-blocks [21] and 3D Mblocks [22] . The M-blocks and 3D M-blocks are equipped with an inertial actuator at center of body for applying http://news.mit.edu/2013/simple-scheme-for-self-assembling-robots-1004).
controlled torque at center of mass of the module and hence rotating the M-block MSRR in clockwise and anticlockwise directions. The M-block cells have capabilities of individual movement for docking and coordinate movement. The faces and edges of both models are embedded with permanent magnets as shown in Figure 3 . The rapidly accelerating and decelerating internal rotation mechanism sources the locomotion and edge magnets control locomotion of modules around other robots using pivot action. The face magnets support alignment between the modules after locomotion. The M-blocks provide actuation in single direction and 3D M-blocks can actuate in six directions by changing inertial actuator orientation to any of three orthogonal axes for 3D movements. A mini form factor MSRR, MICHE [23] , is designed for forming lattice structures in 3D with the aid of environment. Three faces of cubic structured MICHE are equipped with switchable magnets and the rest of the faces are covered with steel plates. The magnets are placed away from geometric center of plates for avoiding repulsion forces between magnets of two robots during docking. The magnet switching is controlled by internal microcontrollers communicating via IR transceivers and hence providing capabilities for retaining structures to MICHE MSRR. The MICHE MSRR falls under stochastic category for its dependence on environment for aggregation and locomotion. Pebbles [24] is another stochastic category cubic structure designed to form lattice structures in 2D. The four side faces on the robot can act as a connection plates due to their internal contact with four custom designed electropermanent magnets.
White et al. proposed stochastic robotic modules prototyped in two models with one supporting only 2D structures [25] and another supporting 3D structures [26] . The 2D structure modules are designed in both triangular and square base structures. The sides of a module's base are equipped with electromagnet for coupling. The docking and undocking are controlled by actuation and deactuation of electromagnets enabled via H-bridges. The stochastic 3D version modules are cubic structures of 10 cm side with permanent magnets placed radially from center and electromagnets at the center of each face. The latching/unlatching is controlled by polarity of the electromagnet. The Programmable Parts [27] MSRR is another stochastic category robot with a triangular chassis equipped with latching mechanism on all sides. Each side is equipped with a fixed magnet and a rotating magnet controlled by DC motor placed adjacent to each other. During latching process, the fixed magnets of a module face rotating magnets of other robotic modules. Hence the modules can undock by retracting magnets by rotation in the self-and neighboring module. The IR sensors inserted into sides handle communication between the modules. The X-BOT [28, 29] MSRR consists of "X" shaped cuboid modules capable of forming 2D structures stochastically. Each leg in "X" shape is equipped with a pair of compliant arms with magnets at their tips as shown in Figure 4 . The arms bond different modules together and the coupling/decoupling process is controlled by push-pull process regulated by SMA wires wounded around the frame and arms.
The ATRON module proposed in [30, 31] is a lattice structured design along with minimal flexibility for forming chain structures in 3D as shown in Figure 5 . The modules are composed of two hemispheres mounted upon each other on flat side and each hemisphere is capable of rotating 180 ∘ independently. The two hooks (active male) and two passive female connectors placed equidistantly around periphery of each hemisphere in alternate positions facilitate docking. The hooks are driven by worm gears and female connectors are two rigid bars firmly connected to chassis of the module. The rotation of a hemisphere with respect to another provides locomotion in the structures.
The tetrapod structured PetRo MSRR [32] developed by Salem et al. is a self-mobile lattice category design proposed for forming 3D structures. The central hub and four legs together constitute a single unit in tetrapod shape. Each free end of legs is connected to wheels providing one DOF along leg axis and another DOF is added at the central hub perpendicular to leg axis with a rotation of ±45 ∘ . The wheels are also proposed to play a role in connection plate between various PetRo modules forming complex structures similar to pets. The IR sensors present on the connector faces aids in alignment for docking. The grooved pins and chamfered holes on connection surfaces come opposite to each other after alignment and rotation and along with support from magnets the docking is completed successfully.
Chain Structured Systems.
CEBOT [33, 34] MSRR belongs to mobile category comprising heterogeneous modules and has two hardware prototypes referred to as Series I and Series II. The design facilitates 3D structure formation and comprises three types of cells: [35] , ACM-R2 [36] , and ACM-R3 [37] . Each unit in ACM is a wheeled square chassis robot without any actuator present for controlling individual mobility. A servo motor is equipped behind every unit to rotate the robot at joint axis. The ACM MSRR is a combination of such individual homogeneous units assembled manually. The ACM-R2 is an improvement to ACM MSRR and has capabilities of forming 3D structures. The ACM-R2 MSRR is equipped with pitch and yaw motors in the joint unit between units for proving 2 DOF. The ACM-R3 is designed using custom frame body and wheels for providing robust support in formation of 3D structures and also facilitating manual assembly of robots with ±90 ∘ offsets with respect to each other.
Brown Jr. et al. prototyped a two-sided tracked vehicle called Millibot [38] capable of forming 2D structures for applications like movement in uneven terrains, stair climbing, and so forth. The Millibot MSRR is approximately an elliptical structure robot capable of self-docking using male and female connectors via latching mechanism actuated by SMA and is shown in Figure 7 (a). The male connectors are installed in the front on a lifter capable of lifting objects vertically with the help of harmonic drives. Amoeba-I [39, 40] is another tracked MSRR with self-mobility proposed by Liu et al. for forming 3D structures. Each unit is a tracked elliptical structure capable of moving itself and is equipped with pitch joint on one side and yaw joint on the other. The robots when manually connected using physical links provide various DOF as shown in Figure 7(b) . The amoeba-I MSRR locomotion combinations are numerous depending on the orientation of link between the modules as well as actuation of corresponding joints. Li et al. developed improvised version of Millibot, JL 1 [41] and JL 2 [42] , in terms of DOF by providing yaw and pitch control mechanism to each bot and also gear based docking mechanism at the cost of weight of robot. The major difference between JL-1 and JL-2 is earlier employed latching mechanism for docking and later employed gripper for docking. The gripper on JL-2 can also be utilized as manipulator arm for holding objects in the environment. Lyder et al. published Thor [43] MSRR made up of modular blocks. The blocks are analytically developed motors, gears, right angle joints, gears, and wheels that can be utilized for forming various single robotic structures similar to Lego structures. The blocks can be assembled in various configurations due to symmetry in block designs and Thor is a robot build with a gripper using such blocks. Thor robot is equipped with wheels for mobility and gripper to dock with neighboring modules and so forth and hence making it a MSRR.
Yim designed Polypod [44] MSRR that falls under chain structure category and with capabilities of forming 3D structures. Polypod consists of two types of modules: segments and nodes. The nodes are rigid modules in cubical structure with single connector on each face providing six connectors from batteries. The segments are formed using 10-bar linkages providing two degree of freedom to the system and are capable of expanding or contracting in length as well as inclining towards left and right. The segments and nodes together facilitate formation of complex structures in 3D as shown in Figure 8 .
The Polypod is actuated using small DC motor and position sensors are used for measuring angles of the linkages. The control architecture is implemented in three levels with highest level deciding the behavioral modes, the middle level executing the behavioral mode, and the lower level translating the commands to actuator joint space. The connection plates between the modules also facilitate the electrical connectivity for power and communications. In spite of absence of wheels the system is capable of movements like snake, caterpillar, rolling track turning, the moon walk dance, and so forth. Two servo motors with rotation axis in orthogonal orientation are attached to the body as represented in Figure 9 . The pitch motor is connected between the active connector and body. The yaw motor is connected to body and the passive connector. The docking mechanism and communication are handled using the feedback from IR transceivers present on the faces of active and passive connectors. The SMA equipped locking system present in passive connector latches the modules together after successful docking. A hormone based centralized and decentralized control for coordinate movements in modular robots was researched on CONRO robots in [46, 47] . Further research on docking and alignment issues in CONRO robot modules are addressed in detail in [48] . Polybot [50, 51] MSRR is a chain structure inspired robotic design capable of forming 3D structures. The Polypod is a cubic structure prototyped in three major versions: G1, G2, and G3. The G1 version of Polybot is a quick prototype with connection plates on front and back faces of 5 cm cube. The connection plates orientation with respect to each other can be changed with DC motor mounted outside the cube whose axis of rotation is normal to the side faces. The G1 prototype has no mechanism for latching and unlatching and hence docking is done manually. Since the connection plates are equipped with grooved pins and holes symmetrically, it is possible to dock two polybot G1 modules back to back even with 90 ∘ offsets. The Polybot G2 is similar to G1 and additionally equipped with electromechanical latches and SMA controlled by software. The docking mechanism is guided by IR transceivers mounted on face plate and the robot is shown in Figure 10 . The Polybot G3 are miniaturized modules with dimensions around 50 * 50 * 50 mm 3 . The externally visible DC motor in G1 and G2 version is made internally by changing the mechanism to dc pancake motor with harmonic gear along with active braking feature.
Transmote [52] module design is similar to Polybot with major difference in latching mechanism and number of connection surfaces. The front side face of transmote is equipped with a conical structure used for docking with female socket present at back of robot. The transmote facilitates twist and lock mechanism controlled by a servo motor for docking between robots. The transmote MSRR has connection provision on one side face along with front and back faces providing more stability to few 3D structures. The GZ-I MSRR robotic module proposed in [53] is similar to transmote with three connector faces and slightly different physical construction. The GZ-I modules are not equipped with docking sensors, actuators, and so forth and hence are assembled manually.
The YaMor [54] robot is a semicylindrical box structured robot capable of forming 2D chain structures. A triple beam in shape "⊔" is connected to side faces of semicylindrical box at free ends of beams. Each robot module has one DOF and the system does not support autonomous docking. The velcros placed on beams, side faces, and back of the robots are used for docking with neighboring modules manually. The YaMor robot is a complete integrated solution with wireless communication capabilities and FPGA for reconfigurable computation purposes. [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] capable of forming lattice structures in 2D and chain structures in 3D and hence a hybrid category robot. The robot is a cylindrical structured track robot designed for research in swarm robotics. The robots are capable of localization and navigation in uneven terrains. The robots employ gripper mechanism for docking with a ring covering the periphery of robot. Since the ring is present around the periphery, the docking can be done almost from every direction. The express [64] . The modules are "L" shaped models with two wheels on parallel sides of long beam and one omnidirectional wheel on outside face of short beam parallel to surface and perpendicular to common rotational axis of two other wheels as shown in Figure 11 . The wheels play dual role, enabling mobility and connection plates for docking. The M 3 module is equipped with two hooks on wheels separated by 180
Hybrid Structured Systems. Mondada et al. developed a completely integrated autonomous robot called S-BOT
∘ . The units are latched together when wheels of two modules come face to face with an offset of 180 ∘ or 360 ∘ . The custom designed slip rings aid robots with docking as well as mobility using same wheels. In the M 3 express module each wheel is equipped with two magnets at the ends of diameter, a yoke and four locking pins. The Yorks are connected to servo motors in a sliding mechanism for activating a slip disk with metallic screws. The disk is normally separated due to internal springs and the actuation of servo motor mounts the slip disk into wheels bringing metallic screws on to face of wheels at the ends of other diameters for docking.
Imobot [65, 66] is another mobile hybrid MSRR prototyped by Harry et al. The iMobot MSRR is cuboid structured formed from assembly of two semicylindrical modules as shown in Figure 12 . The side faces of iMobot are equipped chamfered flat sheets capable of rotating continuously and hence providing mobile abilities to robot. The semicylindrical modules are capable of rotating 180 ∘ along their axis independently. The four rotation mechanisms together aid iMobot to mimic movements such as crawling, rolling, and standing along with lattice and chain structures. The iMobot modules can assemble manually all the sides, hence forming various complex structures required for numerous real-time applications. The SMORES [67] MSRR design is similar to iMobot consisting of a single semicylindrical cubic structure on which three of four side faces of cube are equipped with circular discs. Two circular discs on parallel faces play dual role in movement and docking and third for rolling neighboring modules after docking. Another internal motor provides pitch movement abilities to system by lifting third wheel. The locomotion is designed using orthogonally placed gears. Each face is equipped with four magnets with the same polarity magnets occupying alternate positions and hence at a time eight magnets participate in a docking when the connection plates face each other with an offset of 90 ∘ or 270 ∘ . The docking keys selector present internally can extend through the center of all faces creating necessary gap for undocking.
Trimobot [68] is a fully integrated mobile category hexagonal MSRR capable of forming lattice structures in 2D and chain structures in 3D. The robot is equipped internally with three omnidirectional wheels on alternate sides of hexagonal structures for movement in 2D plane. The sides of trimobot are fixed with 5 passive connection faces and an active connection face on outside. A pitch joint is embedded with active connector face on one side of hexagonal structure to facilitate lifting of modules in vertical plane and hence forming chain structures in 3D. The active connector face is also equipped with camera for docking purposes. The docking is enabled using four hooks present on active connector face and are controlled using rotation mechanism. The hooks are activated during docking when the passive and active connector faces of various modules face each other.
M-Tran is a hybrid configuration modular robot capable of forming 3D structures in both lattice and chain configurations and has three versions: M-Tran I [69, 70] , M-Tran II [71, 72] , and M-Tran III [73] . M-Tran robotics system consists of active and passive modules in the semicylindrical structures and a link permanently fixed in active unit as shown in Figure 13 . The active and passive modules and links are equipped with four permanent magnets in a square structure on outside faces providing three connection surfaces on each module and two connection surfaces on link. The passive units can be coupled at the back of active units in two different angular orientations, 0 ∘ and 360 ∘ and 90 ∘ and 270 ∘ , due to the alignment of magnets. The connection surfaces were also designed to aid electrical connectivity between the modules. The servo motors present in active unit enabled the rotation of link and the connection is established between units after a link present on active units enters the passive unit. The latching process is controlled by SMA coils by extending or retracting the magnets in passive units docked with magnets in link. The M-Tran II latches/unlatches link with passive part at 89% more efficiency in relation to M-Tran I with a tradeoff observed in time has improved torques and hardware used for sensing and control purposes. The M-Tran III is an improvised design in relation to previous versions. The latching/unlatching between link and passive part is replaced with hooks controlled by motor and hence providing more stable connection.
Superbot module proposed in [74, 75] is formed by permanently bonding two semicylindrical cells using link similar to iMobot MSRR. The cells are capable of rotating 180 ∘ along their individual axis and also can roll with respect to bond binding them. The superbot MSRR has connectors on all faces making 6 connectors in total available for each superbot module. The rotating bond and two cells together provide 3 DOF to each superbot module: 180 ∘ yaw, 180 ∘ pitch, and 270
∘ roll. The superbot is capable of forming both lattice and chained structures and hence making it a hybrid category robot. The CKbot [76] MSRR design proposed by Yim et al. is similar to SMORES MSRR with reduction in self-mobility and rolling capabilities in individual units. The CKbot MSRR have autodocking/undocking features enabled by magnetic faces and also via screws if manual assembly is required and so forth. The CKbot MSRR is designed to test the self-healing capabilities of robotic system with the aid of vision after sudden events such as explosions.
Zykov et al. developed Molecubes [77] , a cubic structure based hybrid category MSRR. The cube is assembly of two parts made by splitting cubic structure of 10 cm along the plane perpendicular to a longest diagonal as shown in Figure 14 . One-half of the cube can be rotated with respect to another in multiples of 120 ∘ with the help of internal servo motor coupled with worm gear. The system is capable of forming both chained and lattice structures. The permanent pole magnets present around the center on faces facilitates coupling and the polarity of electromagnets at center can be utilized for severing or strengthening the bonds.
The UBot [78] [79] [80] MSRR system consists of cubic structured cells capable of rotating in discrete steps along longest diagonal similar to Molecubes. The internal faces are chamfered for facilitating rotation. The UBot robotic cells are categorized into active and passive modules with active modules providing four active connection interfaces and passive modules providing four passive connection interfaces. The active and passive modules have the same outer structures and rotation mechanisms. The hooks present on active connection interfaces enable firm docking with passive connectors. The active and passive modules are latched using hook and sliding mechanism guided by position sensors for forming lattice and chain structures in 3D making UBot a hybrid category robot.
Roombots [81, 82] MSRR is another hybrid architecture designed to from chained and lattice structure in 3D. Each roombot robot has two cells of spherical structure bonded together and each cell is a combination of two half-spheres mounted on each other along faces as shown in Figure 15 . The locomotion is facilitated by three gear motors: one at the bond between cells and one is present in each cell for rotating other half spheres. Each roombot robot can be equipped with 10 active connections from neighboring modules to 1 active connection from a half sphere and 8 passive connections. The connection mechanism between various roombots is implemented with mechanical latches for holding neighboring modules at the holes present on surfaces. Soldercubes [83, 84] developed by Neubert et al. is a hybrid category MSRR with shape of an individual Soldercube similar to a cell in dual-cell structure of roombots. The six genderless connector faces of each cell facilitate docking between modules and coordinate movement. The connector faces are custom made symmetrically designed PCB boards with soldering contacts. The contacts on connector faces can melt upon transmission of current at low temperatures, hence making a bond between modules for forming structures along with mechanical and electrical connections. The bond can be broken using the same mechanism of melting the contacts. The Soldercubes module has embedded mechanism for rotation of single connector face providing single DOF to the module but facilitating various DOF after docking with similar modules. [85, 86] for forming random structures using heterogeneous units: links and Joints. The links in tetrobot are cylindrical rods of fixed length and reconfiguration is supported only at the joints. A three-axis concentric multilink spherical joint capable of expansion and contraction in 3D is designed to hold three links together. The assembly between joints and links along with reconfiguration is performed by controlling joints using motors. Ramchurn et al. proposed the conceptual truss design MSRR-ORTHO-BOT [87] with telescopic links having split toroids at two ends and with one toroid connected to link via revolute joint. The split-toroid joint aids in interconnectivity between modules providing 2 DOF rotation. The locomotion of coordinated system is simulated for structures such as hexapod.
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Truss Structured Systems. Hamlin et al. prototyped a truss based MSRR-tetrobot
Odin [88] MSRR consists of heterogeneous units: Cubic Closed Packed (CCP) joints and telescopic links along with capabilities to form structures in 3D as shown in Figure 16 . The CCP has twelve female connector sockets each with internal female PCB connector. The telescopic links are extendable cylindrical structures with flexible connectors on both ends equipped with male PCB connectors. The modules are not capable of autonomous docking and are fitted manually. The joints act as power sharing and communication interfaces between the controllers present in links. The Morpho [89] truss system developed by Yu et al. consists of active links, passive links, and joints. The active links can expand and contract due to internal actuation of motors and the passive links expand and contract due to external forces. The links are joined together manually using cubic structured interfacing unit with a connector on each face. A surface membrane is covered over a 3D-skeleton structure formed using links and joints for realizing structures like conveyor belts with adapting topologies. Hjelle and Lipson developed Hinge MSRR [90] for reconfiguring truss structures. The design of truss system used as testbed is similar to odin MSRR. The joints have 18 female connectors and the struts are passive cylinders fastened by threaded inserts. Instead of providing locomotion in struts or joints, the Hinge robot maneuvers from one strut to another till it reaches destination and rotates the struts with help of servos by firmly holding them and hence reconfiguring the structure.
A concept of shape-shifting materials [91] was introduced by Amend and Lipson for programmable structures. The system consists of links and nodes like general truss systems. The links are beams of granular material instead of static metal structures. The nodes are connectors between the beams supporting transfer of granular materials from one beam to another. The nodes are capable of jamming the movement and hence modifying the stiffness of beams for changing structures. Galloway et al. developed a reconfigurable truss system called factory floor [92] to demonstrate the idea of autoassembly of truss structured systems. The CKBots equipped with a manipulator is used for assembly of custom structures by placing various elements together. The joints in factor floor MSRR are cubical structures with passive connectors on each face and the struts are hollow cuboid rods with grippers at both ends for docking. The pressing action performed by manipulator at the center of strut creates a couple force internally leading to opening of grippers.
Free-Form Structured Systems
Tokashiki et al. [93] prototyped a MSRR capable of forming free-form structures in 2D. The cylindrical structured MSRR (referred as Transform henceforth) is equipped with gear on top and bottom of the cylinder actuated by motors as shown in Figure 17 . The robots are also equipped with 6 pole magnets around the periphery for providing bonding between the robots by attraction. The robots can move around when the gears of neighboring modules are locked with each other with magnets maintaining the structural integrity of the system. Goldstein et al. developed cylindrical structured MSRR named Claytronics [94] [95] [96] of diameter 44 mm for demonstrating various structures in 2D. The periphery of cylindrical structure is equipped with 24 spherical electromagnets in two rings present one below the other. The robots by themselves are immobile and require support of neighboring robots for forming structures as well as locomotion (on friction less surfaces). The modules have point contacts due to the shape of electromagnets and hence can implement various structures at much faster pace compared to other latched and rotating structures. Slime [97, 98] is another cylindrical design capable of forming free-form structure similar to Claytronics MSRR. The slime MSRR is equipped with 6 solenoids each controlling a 60 ∘ section of 360 ∘ periphery. Each cylinder section is equipped with a velcro to make contact with the neighboring robots. The spring action regulated by pneumatic air cylinders can extend and retract the cylinder sections for making and breaking the bond between robots. An extra solenoid placed downwards controls the position of a friction plate with respect to ground for increasing/decreasing friction during attachment/detachment process. The mini form factor MSRR, Catoms [99] , is another cylindrical structure utilizing electrostatic forces for locomotion. The Catoms MSRR consists of a cylindrical wafer of 1 mm diameter and electrode strips placed vertically around the periphery of cylinder. The electrodes are sourced such that every alternate electrode holds charges of opposite polarities. The stability of structures is maintained by static fields and locomotion mechanism is controlled by changing the polarities of electrodes on modules.
A micro form factor scratch drive MSRR, MEMS [100, 101] , was developed by Donald et al. for forming free-form structures. The module consists of an arm and a scratch drive forming an "L" shaped structure whose structures are controlled by the voltages applied to module. The long beam acts as scratch drive for turning and the short beam in the structure is used for movements. The pulsating voltages applied to the system from bottom surface create various structures in arm and scratch drive with different frictional effects contributing to the movement. The authors explored various control algorithms and movement strategies for aligning the robots in a structure required using pulsating voltages.
The MSRR modules summarized so far are designed in various shapes such as squares and triangle for 2D scenarios and cube, cuboid, cylinder, and so forth for 3D scenarios so that the modules can have maximum contact surfaces for docking with neighbors while providing stability to coordinated structure as they adopt in the environment. The interfacing mechanism between individual MSRR modules for docking also plays vital role in restructuring the systems. Many researchers advocated the alignment issues raised during relocation of modules and stability of the interfaces for handling the increasing loads. Numerous sensor and actuator assemblies coupled with precise docking algorithms are attempted for autonomous docking of MSRR modules. The paradigm adopted for connection interfaces can be listed as male, female, active, and passive interfaces. The active connection interfaces are generally constructed using mechanical/electrical actuation assemblies for docking and the same are absent in passive connection interfaces. The passive connection interfaces still contribute to docking due to presence of passive materials like permanent magnets, sockets for screws, velcros, and so forth. The active and passive terminology is widely applied for genderless docking mechanisms and gender based docking designs differentiate between interfaces using male and female connection faces. Table 2 provides a broad comparison of various MSRR robotic designs explained in the previous sections. The comparison is listed as per the categories mentioned in Figure 1 . Since the shape generally defines the robustness of structures and the number of actuators along with type of actuator defines the parameters such as form factor and power consumption, the details of actuators and structures are also listed. The connection faces, structure, and number of connection faces on each MSRR module aid in identifying the probable structures possible when visualized in association with the shape of a robotic module. Since the connection faces are implemented using wide range of technologies, various jargons are adopted for categorizing them. The number of connection faces column in Table 2 lists details of a single robotic module in a MSRR design and is separated into two subcolumns: active and passive types for providing better visualization while interpreting locomotion capabilities. The entries in connection faces column for robotic module are listed as male (M), female (F), and dual role (DL, active and passive interfaces present on the same face). In the case of presence of heterogeneous modules in MSRR designs, the listed number is total of the active and passive interfaces present on heterogeneous units.
Conclusion
Research in MSRR has also extended to development of Robotic development environments, communication protocols (wired and wireless), middleware development [106, 107] , human machine interface improvement, and so forth which are generally coupled with MSRR robotic modules providing a complete platform for rapid research in MSRR for development of algorithms, prototype validation, and so forth. The details on such platforms and protocols are not within scope of this paper and hence are not summarized.
In this paper a summary of various modular selfreconfigurable robotic structures is provided in terms of form factor, mobility, structural capabilities, and reconfiguration strategies. Research in MSRR as can be visualized from the summary is a deeply creative process employing technologies from mechanics and electronics and also requires deep understanding in merits/demerits of various sensor and actuation technologies. The research involves intensive prototyping and many MSRR models developed in past research with limited autonomous capabilities can be researched again due to availability of miniaturized sensor and actuator assemblies. This paper intends to provide preliminary study for prospective researchers by providing various innovations, strategies, and technologies employed in MSRR research.
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